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The purpose of this paper is to explore theories of news-

reading in the context of "electronic newspapers." The basic argu-

ment put forth is that emerging videotex news services -- as

designed by such communication giants as Bell Telephone, the

Knight-Ridder chcin, Reader's Digest, CompuServe and others --

are presently rooted in a limited theory of newsreading, to the

degree that they are theory based at all.

Before examining newsreading theory in this context,

the "electronic newspaper" requires some description. The

electronic newspaner is here defined as any system for distri-

buting textual information on TV screens, where shelf life and

manipulability of information permits direct competition with

pulp newspapers. To compete directly with pulp aewspapers,

the shelf life of much of the information must be relatively

brief (less than 24 hours). While information of a more enduring

usefulness might be offered by videotex systems, such information

competes with media other then newspapers. Manipulation of infor-

mation shouldpermit the newsreader to actively select subsets of

information from the larger textual package in "real time."
1

Thus, continuous scrolling of textual information on a TV screen,

which Lowenstein has categorized as "rotatext," is viewed as

fundamentally different from newsreading, where the reader can

"scan" and "skip about" at will among the content choices of

the newspaper.
2

This interactive character of the electronic newspaper

can be achieved through viewdata systems
3 or teletext systems.

4

What's key is the ability to display a subset of the available

1
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information at will on the screen, through an active reader's

choice.

Contrasting Pulp Newspapers and Electronic Newspapers

The emerging electronic newspaper has been the focus of

excited scholarly discussion in recent years. Parker's early

(1971) scenario of the electronic newspaper provides a useful

preview of now-emerging information utilities:
5

A fantasy trip into the future may give a feeling
for such a communication medium. Sitting at the
breakfast table, you might cause the latest head-
lines to appear on a small display screen simply
by touching a key. These headlines may have been
written five minutes before. Pointing at a headline
might get the story displayed. ...Suppose you
encounter a name of a person you would like to
know more about: ask for a bibliographic sketch.
Suppose you do not completely understand the econ-
omic reasoning behind an action of the International
Monetary Fund: there might be available a short
tutorial on some aspect of international economics....
Suppose you want to search the want ads or supermarket

ads. Instead of shuffling pages, you may just
ask to have displayed ads in a particular category...
Suppose a high school student wishes to search the
equivalent of the local public library for informa-
tion needed to write a term paper. He can quickly
search the equivalent of the card catalog and soon
be browsing in relevant material.

The emergence of the electronic newspaper draws momentum

from inherent problems of pulp newspapers. These problems

are perhaps best summarized by Smith.
6 The modern American

newspaper has a highly computerized new's gathering and news

7
editing "front shop." Vast quantities of textual informa-

tion of short shelf life are gathered and edited on video

display terminals (VDTs). Most of such textual information
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(about 90%) is not used.8

The key bottleneck for pull. newspapers is the printing

press and systems for distributing to homes of newsreaders.

Some major newspapers have developed complex systems of

zoning, micro-zoning, tailoring, and sectioning in order to

distribute, subsets of the collected and edited information to

ever smaller, homogenous audience segments.
9 These efforts by

cumbersome pulp newspapers herald what Toffler argues is

the "de-massification" of the mass media.n. Smith views this

effort as an attempt to provide the newsreader with a paper

made up of information most directly relevant and useful to

the reader. Such individualization of the newspaper provides

advertisers with narrcwly-defined audixmoe segnents while relucing distri-

butiop of newsprint that isn't read. This process may te called micro-segnentation.

The electronic newspaper completely alterethe pro-

duction and distribution dilemma of the pulp newspaper.

Given the capacity to address specific textual information

packets to specific newsreading households, the electronic news-

paper is -- in principle -- completely individualized. Once

textual information is stored in a machine-readable form, one

challenge for videotex systems is to provide access to that

information to individual newsreaders in a reasonable time frame.

To view the electronic newspaper as simply an information storage

and retrieval system, however, ignores important characteristics
*

of newsreading. This point is developed below.

Other differences differentiate the pulp newspaper from

the electronic newspaper. Pulp newspapers are portable; electronic
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newspapers are locked inside TV sets connected to cable or

phone lines.
11 erhaps more significant, the pulp newspaper

facilitates the scanning" of news, as the newsreader skips from

one part of the newsIxTer to another, reading a headline here

or a lead paragraph there. All this selectivity is under the

easy control of the reader. The electronic newspaper, on the

other hand, displays information in screen "pages" consisting of

about 50-70 words. Once a screen is read, the reader signals

the videotex system that another page is desired. Strategies for

what happens next need to be rooted in a theoretical understanding

of the newsreading process. To discuss the theoretical implications

of reading the electronic newspaper, a detailed understanding

of current videotex system designs is required.

Current Videotex Designs

A number of studies are underway in the United States to

evaluate the potential of videotex services and electronic news-

papers.12 A major problem for scholars of communication is that

most of such research is conducted under corporate wraps. We are

not privy to much of the empirical data collected on newsreader

responses to electronic newspapers.
13

Most emerging systems, however, tend to follow similar

design strategies. Such systems are generally menu-driven infor-

mation storage and retrieval systems. The newsreader is initially

confronted with a "master menu," a screen page (or pages) which

lists topics of information services in the most general terms.

The newsreader presses a key corresponding to the Item number
14,
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on the master menu screen. The master menu disappears from the

screen, to be replaced by a second menu listing specific topics

that fall under the more general category selected on the master

menu. The newsreader selects a topic from the second menu by

pressing the proper key, which causes the second menu to disappear

and a third, yet-more-specific menu to appear. The number of

topic menus searched depends on the particular system studied, but

the number of menus increases with the volume of information stored.

In Figure 1, this process is detailed for an imaginary

news search on such a system. In Figure 2, a partial diagram

for the various menus of the CompuServe videotex service is

displayed.
14 Table 1 provides an index of the information topics

and services available on the CompuServe system. The sheer mass

of this index implies special problems for newsreading. Video-

tex computer software is modeled after various information storage

and retrieval systems that have been available in the work place

for many years. One illustrative example of such a.work-related

system is the ERIC service, a computerized storage and retrieval

system containing bibliographic references for a number of

published and unpublished documents related to reading, English,

journalism, speech, theater, mass media and general communication

skills.
15 While ERIC's computerized search procedures are differ-

ent from those of menu-driven electronicnews services, a series

of common assumptions are shared:

1. Active Information Seeker -- ERIC searches, like
other work-related information storage and re-
trieval searches, start with the assumption
that the information sought serves some ulterior
purpose. The system helps the user access some
information, which is then put to some external
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Figure 1.

An Imaginary Mews Search on a Videotex System

(II

MENU
1. Banking Service
2. Shopping Service
3. News

(II

.
NEWS MENU

1. International
2. National
3. Local
4. Sports

(::(I

NATICNAL.NEWS
1. Washington Utdat
2. Economy Slips
3. Plane Crash-LA
4. Defense Spend

PDATE U (1)

1. SS Benefit Change
U MEN:.7SS7

2. Budget TroUbles
3. Fraud in

BUDGET TRCUBLES
WASH (UPI) - The Holm
leadership today shut
cut any hope for coo-

se on Reagan'

6

LEVEL 1
...Newsreader must first select

news services from among a
number of other vrdeotex
services... PRESSES 3

LEVEL 2

...First general categories of
news. Newsreader must make
a categorical choice from
the major categories...
PRESSES 2

LEVEL 3

...Within the third menu, the
newsreader may begin to see
very simple headlines...
PRESSES 1

LEVEL 4

...Perhaps another menu with
still more headlines to
puruse and choose from...
PRESSES 2

LEVEL 5

...Now the newsreader is within
the textual portion of a select-
ed news story. Additional pages
are accessed through established
protocol...
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use relevant to the user. The system does ncit
assume that the information retrieval activities
are an end in themselves.

2. Specific Information Sought -- ERIC searches, like
other work-related searches of data bases, assume that
the user knows more or less exactly what he or she is
looking for. The user is expected to set parameters
for searches. "Scanning" or "browsing" in a form
akin to newspaper scanning or browsina is not
faciliatated.

Such similarities between emerging electronic newspapers and

work-related information storage and retrieval systems are not

'suprising. The computer environment lends itself well to the

view that information is sought by an active reader, driven by

some ulterior purpose or goal to seek information of a specific

character or type,. Indeed, one could view the electronic news-

paper as providing general reader access to a currently-updated

newspaper morgue. Such a view mirrors Smith's "electronic Alexan-

dria," where the accumulated information wealth of the newspaper

and its wire services are made available to the inquiring reader.
16

The electronic newspaper, when fully implemented, becomes like

an electronic library with a constantly expanding wealth of

instantly-updated information.

However, reading the newspaper is unlike going to the

library, independent of transportation issues involved. If news-

papers were read with the frequency with which people visit

libraries, there would be no newspapers. To see how these infor-

mation activities differ, we turn to theories of newsreading.
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Rival Theories of Newsreading

Two rival theories of newsreading can be applied to the

electronic newspaper. Application of these theories to electronic

newsreading suggest alternative design strategies. The alternative

designs serve then as potential experimental interventions in

empirical tests of the rival theories.

The fi,..st theoretical perspective considered is uses and

gratifications research. This theoretical perspective emerged

as a powerful influence in mass communication research in the

early, 1970s, but its roots lie in theorizing that dates to the

1940s.
17 Components of the uses and gratifications perspective

. mere spelled out by Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch.
18 The pivotal

assumption of the perspective is the belief that the "audience

is conceived of as active, that is, an important part of mass

media use is assumed to be goal directed."
19 The authors pro-

ceed to make clear the theoretical distinction by contrasting

the uses and gratifications perspective with Bogart's conclusions

about media behavior among blue-collar workers that such "experi-

ences represent pastime rather than purposeful activity..."
20

The uses and gratifications perspective, then, starts with

the very large assumption that media use, including newsreading,

serves some ulterior purpose external to the communication be-

havior itself. As such, the research perspective suggests that

people who read newspaers should be presented with lists of

ulterior purposes that newsreading might serve, asking them to

indicate which such purposeE (gratifications sought) are served

by their use of newspapers.



A number Of factor analytic and other types.of studies

have been conducted of the various posited purposes served by media

use of different media and different content within media.21

Many uses and gratifications studies tend to be descriptive in

nature. Uses and gratifications research has been sharply criti-

cized on theoretical grounds, such that one discussant at a national

scholarly convention urged that nails be driven into the coffin

of uses and gratifications research.
22

Towers provides a useful overview of difficulties in

uses and gratifications research.
23 These difficulties involve

selection of statements of posited media uses, problems of

focal media of study, problems of gratifications soucht

vs. gratifications obtained, and Problems with statistical analysis.

These are problems, however, internal to the theoretical

framework itself.

Other problems emerge when the basic assumptions of the

perspective are called into question, These problems have to

do with reactivity and normative characteristics of the data-

collection context.

Suppose for the moment that newsreading, by and large,

serves no ulterior purpose external to the newsreading experience

itself for the individual reader. This is not to say that

newsreading serves no larger purposes for society or culture

nor does this imply that newsreading has no effects. This is

simply to say that such larger social purposes and effects have

little to do with why an individual, for the most part, reads

a newspaper. Suppose you then ask such an individual to explain

11



what useful purposes his or her newsreading serves. The social

situation demands that the respondent come up with a rational

1.2araatign for his or her behavior. That most respondents are

accomodating, or that there is, in fact, underlying patterns

to such reactive behavior, is no indication that the basic assump-

tion of the uses and gratifications model has been meaning-

fully tested. Indeed, the underlying assumption of ulterior

purpose to media usage is never tested in such research designs.'

Another problem is the mixing of individual, psychological

purposes with larger social purposes. Because mass media usage

is generally presumed to play a role in social integration and

the transmission of social values, a researcher can easily slip

into reverse reification: treating the individual as if he or she

were the collectivity. This is especially striking in Peled and

Katz' study of uses and gratifications of media behavior in Israel

during the 1913-war with Egypt and Syria: 24

"During the height of the fighting, 40% of the
population called for television programs that
would contribute to their feeling of pride in
state and army, solidarity with the leadership,
and so on."

That respondents should agree with such normative statements in

times of stress is not suprising. Whether such responses

illuminate much about media usage is open to question.

Returning to the electronic newspaper, uses and gratifi-

cations research suggests that the adaption of work-related,

task-oriented storage and retrieval systems to videotex newspapers

is theoretically appropriate. Presuming that the system user



is actively seeking specific content to gratify an ulterior

purpose, then a menu-driven, general-to-specific retrieval system

should be put to use by former pulp newspaper readers. Residual

problems remain, which are related to initial resistance to the

technology and knowledge of its proper use. 25 Ulterior purposes,

however, provide the driving force behind goal-directed, information-

seeking behavior using videotex systems.

Play Theory Reconsidered

When Katz, Blumler and Gurevitch contrasted the uses and

gratifications perspective of ulterior purpose with Bogart's

view of media use as a "pastime," they also set the perspective

.in sharp contrast with a prior theory of newsreading. That

theory, the play or ludenic newsreading theory, was developed by

Stephenson in the early 1960s and fully detailed in The Play

Theory of Mass Communication in 1967. 26

The ludenic newsreading theory asserts that the process of

newsreading is intrinsically pleasureable, and that that intrinsic

pleasure is at the root of both a mature, orderly, and highly

ritualized form of newsreading as well as amore casual, spontaneous,

and unstructured form of newsreading. According to theory,

people who regard newspapers as information storage and retrieval

devices used to accomplish certain tasks are non-pleasure readers

who generally tend to be non-readers as well. 27

Play consists of those activities that people perform for

their own sake, for pleasure, for recreation, for hobbies and

13
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for self-cultivation. 28
Stephenson agrues that work "deals

with reality, with earning a living, with production. Play, on the

contrary, is largely unproductive except for the self-satisfaction

it provides." 29
Play is an "interlude in the day; it is volun-

tary and not a task or moral duty." Play-is "disinterested" and

while "attended to with seriousness, it is not really important." 30

Regarding newsreading, Stephenson argues that the activity

"has all the earmarks of play." 31
People volunteer to read

newspapers, they become absorbed in the newsreading interlude,

"satisfying in itself and ending there." 32
Some people are

characterized aS mature newsreaders, who treat their newsreading

interlude as a formal game, following highly individualized

paths through different sections of the newspaper. The newsreading

interlude is highly ritualized. Pleasure newsreaders, on the

other hand, engage in free form play during the newsreading

interlude. These readers skip about with no particular ritual,

reading fragments of the news here and there. These newsreaders

see reading as entertainment, as a way to pass the time. 33

With pulp newsnapers, non-pleasure newsreaders also exist.

Theoretically, these are non-readers who do not find newsreading

absorbing or enjoyable. They use the newspaper to accomplish

tasks, for sales information, for facts that serve purposes out-

aide the newsreading interlude itself.
34 Such pulp newspaper users

seem to serve as the videotek designer's model of the electronic

newsreader.

Key concepts in the ludenic newsreading theory are convergent

selectivity and apperception. Convergent selectivity involves

14
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the individual selecting something for himself or herself in ways

that make the product uniquely individual. Selecting options

for a new automobile so that it is "customized" is an example

of convergent selectivity. Newsreading is a process of conver-

gent selectivity, whereby highly individualized rituals with

the newsreading interlude "customize" the experience. Apper-

ception is the characteristic of individuals to perceive only

those aspects of a more complex situation that tie in with prior

interests. Both concepts are important to the theoretical design

of the electronic newspaper.

The Ludenic Electronic Newspaper35

On the surface, organization of the electronic newspaper

as a gigantic data base (see Table 1) with countless information

retrieval options would seem to embrace the convergent selective

character of the newsreading interlude. This, however, reflects

vulgar extrapolation of the concept to a new situation. The

concept of convergent selectivity is properly relegated to the

selection of a newspaper title from among a variety of electronic

newspaper options. That is, rather than providing individual

access to one massive (and forbidding) data base, the "true" ludenic

electronic newspaper consists of a number of informational items

strung electronically together in a manner that enhances the

newsreading play of a particular audience micro-segment.

The exact characteristics of an electronic micro-newspaper

would be determined by combined behavior of audience segment mem-

bers and special advertisers, as well as electronic journalists

15



and editors. The addressability of many videotex systems re-

moves from the electronic environment the distribution problems

of pulp newspapers. Newsreaders of the artificially "mass"

pulp newspaper audience, made mass by the pulp production and

distribution demands, are set free to se:Aect for themselves from

a number of electronic micro-newspaper titles.

Stephenson provided a number of suggestions to pulp newspapers

to enhance play opportunities for readers. These suggestions

are equally valid for the electronic newspaper. Stephenson

suggested that newspapers "induce and encourage ... regularity,

order and perspective" when a developed or mature audience is

sought:
36

"The editor has to make his newspaper interesting;
for some readers this can be achieved by primitive
play conditions, such as are characterized more by a
scattering of the mind than by well-developed
absorption. Sophisticated newsreading is con-
templative rather than scatterbrained."

Given the quantum reduction in production and distribution costs,

convergent selectivity is served through micro-segmentation of the

newspaper readership. This flows from the technical flexibility

to produce an electronic micro-newspaper title, using minimal

staff who can access various machine-readable data bases. These

pieces of information are then assembled -- "edited" in the pre-

cise sense of the word -- in forms which enhance the newsreading

interlude for the micro-segment.

The key to successful development of electronic micro-

newspapers is development of forms consistent with the type of

play that characterizes the newsreading interlude. Vital to such

16



play (at least for audience micro-segments at the "mature"

end of the play continuum) is regular and consistent "style"

or "form" of presentation. The indexing of information

must become part of the subjective play of the newsreading

interlude. True ludenic newsreading cannot be transformed

into a task-oriented drudgery of data base manipulation and

intricate information-recovery protocols, as now required by

many videotex systems. To do so is to take newsreading out of

the realm of play and into the world of work and task accomplish-

ment. Such systems will attract only non-pleasure readers;

mature and pleasure readers will find little communication-

pleasure to play with.

Design Implications

On a practical level, how does one go about designing a

ludenic, electronic micro-newspaper? First, one must have a clear

idea of the newsreading micro-segment for whom the electronic

37
newspaper is to be edited. Stephenson's "mature" and "pleasure"

newsreaders serve as a starting point. As empirical experience

grows, Stephenson's theoretical types will be elaborated into

increasingly sophisticated "fixes" of key audience micro-segment

characteristics. Second, task-oriented, goal-directed menu searches

should stop (at least temporarily) with the selection of the

micro-newspaper title. Recall that the pulp newspaper has developed

a number of conventions that ease the reader into the mass of

information it contains, conventions that enhance ludenic play

17



throughout the news selecting process. Sections, indexes, head-

lines, subheads, boldface, windows -- all are techniques used to

signal or cue the newsreader as to the relative importance, prior-

ity, value or meaning of the various pieces of information that

make up the newspaper. Such a grammar doesn't currently exist

for the electronic newspaper. Nor is it at all sufficient

to simply store information in a videotex system in the same form

that information takes in a pulp newspaper.
3$ Such an approach

is akin to a radio newsCaster reading the daily newspaper from

front page to back. A new medium requires a form of presentation

unique unto itself.

Despite the absence of an accepted form and grammar for

the electronic micro-newspaper, some basic design principles flow

from ludenic newsreading theory. One such extrapolation is the

MORE/NEXT strategy for information presentation. In Figure 3,

a model for a ludenic electronic-newspaper is provided, using

the MORE/NEXT strategy for accessing news. The abbreviated screen

pages across the top of Figure 3 are similar to the one and two

sentence indexing descriptions that many newspapers have adopted.
39

,

The index descriptions, linked together in a connected electronic

chain by the electronic micro-newspaper's editors, provide a high-

ly targeted summary of the day's news as well as serve as indexing

"teasers" for additional information about that particular news

item. After reading each indexing description, the newsreader

is faced with a simple choice: MORE about the same news item or

display, the NEXT indexing description in the chain. Indexing

18
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PRESS IME

higher men

bY
newspaper
title

9 2

Figure 3.

Design for a Ludenic Electronic Newspaper

FIRST INDEXING
DESCRIPTION

Playful, micro.
targeted "teaser"

0 FLEC'IRCNIC LEAD

Press MORE for pg
En

En 2; press NEXT for
w second indexing
a Idescription
w

1

p

SECOND PAGE

Press MORE for pg
3; press NEXT
for second index-
ing description

LAST PAGE

BRANCH to sidebar
or press NEXT for
second item
description

SECCND INDEXING
DESCRIPTION

Playful, micro.
targeted "teaser"

ELECIRONIC LEAD

Press more for pg..0
2; press NEXT for
third indexing
description

SECOND PAGE

BRANCH to sidebar
or press NEXT for
third indexing
description

THIRD INDEXING
DESMIPTION

Playful, micro-
targeted "teaser"

1
ELECIRONIC LEAD

Press MDRE for pr4
2; press NEXT for
fourth indexing

SECOND PAGE

BRANCH to sidebar
or press NEXT for
fourth indexing
descripticn

SIDEBAR

Press
NEXT at
bar's end

SIDEBAR
BRANCH to
sidebar
or press
MWP

LAST INDEXING
DESCRIPTICN
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descriptions should be written in a manner that enhances the lu-

denic character of the information retrieval process. Rather than

a universal "style" for such descriptions, each electronic micro-

newspaper would develop styles consistent with characteristics

of its newseader micro-segment which self-selects that news-

paper title as his or her own. The number and length of stories

to be included in an electronic micro-newspaper would be determined

by the characteristics the self-selecting micro-segments.

If an individual newsreader in the newsreading micro-

segment apperceives a story to be especially tied to prior

interests, then the MORE function key on the keypad is pressed.

The reader moves down through the story, learning more detail

with each sCreen page." What happens at the end of the story?

Here a new menu appears. Various electronic "sidebars" related to

the main story could be listed by headline or short description

("teaser" indexing descriptions perhaps). This provides the reader

an opportunity to pursue an apperceived interest in still greater

detail, in convergent selective fashion. As indicated in Figure

3, various sidebars may be accessed from menus at the end of

several main stories, In addition, sidebars can provide their own

menus at the end leading to still more sidebars. When reader

interest plays itself out, the NEXT function key is pressed to

carry the reader to the next indexing description.

Where does advertising fit into all this? First, micro-

segmentation and reduced production and delivery costs may per-

mit some electronic micro-newspapers to be subscriber-supported.
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On the other hand, experiences of the specialized magazine

industry suggests that advertising takes on special attra*ive-

ness to the reader when advertisers appeal to the sPecial

characteristics, interests and convergent selective options

of a narrow readership. Location of advertising messages in

the matrix displayed in Figure 3 will depend on the character-

istics of the audience micro-segment.
41

Testing Theories of Newsreading

The emerging videotex news services are implicit tests

of the uses and gratifications perspective, with the assumption

that ulterior motives drive the information retrieval tasks.

Ludenic newsreading theory suggests that viewing newsreading as

a goal-directed information retrieval task ignores the essential

communication-pleasure of newsreading as an end in itself.

As such, emerging videotex systems -- as presently designed --

stand ready to service work-related tasks of a small non-pleasure

elite who need access to news-type data bases to accomplish cer-

tain goals and objectives.

Mature and pleasure newsreaders, on the other hand, are not

well served by such systems. What ludenic newsreaders require

is an ed'ted product, shaped narrowly enough in form and content

to permit convergent selective processes to occur through proto-

cols that are pleasureable ends in themselves. The eleCtronic

newspaper -- like its pulp predecessor -- must organize the

news of the day in a Manner which reassures its reader through
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its regularity and consistency o'A: style. The electronic newspaper

keeps newsreading in the realm of subjective play by taking the

work-related and task-related assumptions out. of the system design.

The ludenic electronic newspaper guides its newsreading micro-

segment through the playful steps of reviewing the major events

of the day, as those events are apperceived by that micro-segment.

Clearly, the power of the opposing nswsreading theories

can be tested in an empirical framework through the diffusion

of electronic newspapers on commercial videotex systems. By way

of rigor, simulations of electronic newspapers on personal

computers in an experimental environment may provide useful

discoveries. Ludenic aad non-ludenic simulations could be com-

pared. Reader uses and reader-satisfaction would be key dependent

variables. In the final analysis, the usefulness for the elect-

ronic newspaper of the ludenic newsreading theory -- as well as

the uses and gratifications perspective -- remains an empirical

question.
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39
Perhaps the most playful approach to the use of index

descriptions (free form rather than ludenic) is practiced by
The San Francisco Chronicle. For example, the March 12, 1982,
issue of the paper included the following indexing description
"teasers" in the "Top of the News" section above the front page
flag:

"Marlene (Brandy) Baldwin,
the convicted madam sent to
a nunnery in 1980, has been
arrested on new pimping
charges. Page 2."

"The Chinese government
ordered strict enforce-
ment of its law limiting
families to one child.
Page 20.

Here's how the same issue indexed a main story and sidebar:

"John Belushi's widow has a
number of questions about
his death. Page 5.

"Speedballina" -- the use
of heroine and cocaine
simultaneously -- is becoming
more popular among the well-
to-do. Page 5.

40
The style of writing text for screen display is not a

developed form. The screen is limited to about 50-70 words.
The reader consciously decides at the end of each screen,display
to branch to the next page in the sequence or go on to new
material in another category. Different styles of writing
are likely appropriate to different applications and different
readerships.

410ne ingenious strategy for handling advertising in a
communication-pleasure and communication-pain framework allows the
reader to skip a screen page of advertising and go on to the
next page in the chain. For the reader who calls up the adver-
tising page on the screen, an electronic payment or discount
is credited toward the reader's cost of using the videotex
service.

42The author gratefully acknowledges the technical assistance
and observations of Dean Hallford, Department of Recreation,
and Wayne Towers, Department of Journalism, San Diego State University.


